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I. INTRODUCTION
Tourism is the largest industry in the state of Florida and
especially large in Central Florida.

In 1985, close to 30

million domestic and international tourists visited the state.
These visitors purchased goods and services worth $19 billion.
The Florida Division of Tourism estimated that in 1985,
Central Florida was one of the most popular destinations in the
state, hosting 23% of auto visitors arrivals and 19% of air
visitors arrivals.
Central Florida attractions have always been very popular: In
1985, Walt Disney World's Magic Kingdom and EPCOT Center
accounted for over 50% of Florida's air and auto attraction
visitors.

Other attractions like Sea World of Orlando, Church

Street Station, and Cypress Gardens have also increased
significantly the share of central Florida for statewide
attractions visits.
The decline of the U.S. dollar in relation to European
currencies, dropping gasoline prices and air fares in the United
States, coupled with terrorist activities abroad, have generated
a large increase of domestic tourism in the United States, and in
particular to Florida.
The Central Florida area still seems to be attractive to many
accommodation and attraction developers:

Profits at Walt Disney

World theme parks more than doubled during the firm's second
quarter ended March 1986.

Operating profits for the firm's

Entertainment and Recreation Division jumped from $44.4 million
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to $95.8 million during the quarter. Disney World has opened its
new, $90 million Living Seas pavilion in January 1986 and the 3-D
Michael Jackson movie Captain EO in September 1986.
Sea World of Florida reported record attendance for 1985,
with nearly 3.5 million paid visitors, an increase of 13.4% over
the 1984 totals. The marine park has begun construction of a new
habitat and exhibit for Antarctic penguins, a $10 million project
that is expected to be completed next summer.
The competition for the evening entertainment market in
Central Florida continues to heat up with word that Robert Earl
will build a new $3.5 million dinner and entertainment complex on
an 11-acre site near Disney Main Gate.

His third project,

following King Henry's Feast and Mardi Gras will be called Fort
Liberty and will feature a country-western theme for its dinner
and entertainment offerings.
On May 13 1986, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich took control of
Circus World and immediately closed the park for complete
restructuring.

The new baseball oriented theme park will be

called "Boardwalk and Park Place."
Despite the depth and breath of these economic activities, no
systematic and sustained comprehensive study has been conducted
on the supply-demand relationships of Central Florida theme
parks, in particular the addition of parks to the existing
competitive environment.
All observers agree that future theme park developments in
Central Florida should be examined carefully, and information
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about current and future trends is necessary before any proposed
growth is considered.
The primary goal of this study is to provide information
about potential markets to PARK EQUUS, their demographic, travel
behavior, and perception of a new theme park featuring the horse
concept.
Research Objectives
The research objectives were to obtain by asking local
residents their perception on the future development of a new
horse-oriented theme park. The study aimed to explore their
travel behavior and their perceptions of the new proposed theme
park.

In particular, the research objectives will include:

A. Identify the demographic profile of Central Florida tourists
who are likely to visit the proposed park.
B. Obtain a profile of Florida's tourists' vacation behavior.
C. Obtain a profile of Central Florida tourists' theme park
visiting pattern and behavior.
D. Determine the influential sources in choosing a specific
attraction to be visited.
E. Based on proposed park's attractions, assess the future
park's image and visitor appeal by measuring perceptions
and expectations of specific features.
F. Assess the likelihood of Florida's tourists to visit the
proposed horse-oriented park.
G. Based on these findings, develop a prediction model of
Florida's tourists that are most likely to visit the park.
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II. METHODOLOGY
Instrument
The initial study was launched on October 15, 1986 where a
"focus group" of Central Florida residents discussed their
perceptions regarding leisure activities in Central Florida, in
particular their experiences with local theme parks, the need of
adding additional ones, as well as the development proposal of a
new horse oriented theme park.
On the following night, a "focus group" composed of tourists
met to discuss their vacation travel behavior in Central Florida,
in particular their experiences with local theme parks and their
perception regarding the proposed horse oriented theme park.
The two "focus groups" enlightened a few major areas of
concerns, and helped generate some hypotheses regarding future
visitor markets (local and out-of-town) for the proposed horse
oriented theme park.
Two questionnaires were drafted based on the Institute's
methodology of marketing research as well as on the issues raised
in both "focus Groups."

The Institute's staff met with Park

Equus Management on October 24, 27, 29 and 30 to discuss in
detail both questionnaires.
After pilot studies of the questionnaires, interviewing began
on Friday, November 1, 1986.
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Sampling
The population sample consisted of adult visitors to Central
Florida during November 1986.

Prospective respondents were

intercepted at various Central Florida shopping malls, hotel
lobbies on International Drive, and in the main departure hall of
Orlando International Airport. Subjects were briefly pre-screened
on adult (18 or over) status, then asked by interviewers to
cooperate and respond to a questionnaire.
A total of 4222 people were asked to participate in the
study, 3743 were not qualified due to: local residency (3007),
tourists who did not meet the approximately 50% quota of
"families with children under 18 living in their households"
required by Park Equus Management (702), or language barrier (34).
Finally, 166 out of 579 qualified subjects refused to be
interviewed and 12 did not complete the interview.

A usable

sample of 301 respondents was obtained and yielded a response
rate of 51. 9%.
Interviews were conducted on all days of the week during a
period of 16 days (November 1, 1986 - November 16, 1986).

The

proportional distribution of the interviews is presented in Table
1.
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Table 1:
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERVIEWS BY DAY OF THE WEEK
Day

~
0

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

12.8
20.6
16.2
14.5
3.7
17.6
14.5
100.0

Data Analysis
The majority of the items in the questionnaire were
structured, with the exception of several open-ended items used
to explore additional residents' information like perceived
admission fee to the park, a suggested name for the park, and
"other" categories not included in the structured questions.
The questionnaire was designed to be completed within fifteen
minutes; Interviews lasted between 7 and 43 minutes with an
average length of interview of 13.7 minutes.
Completed questionnaires were coded and the data was analyzed
at the University of Central Florida.

Frequency distributions

were computed for all questions, as well as regression analyses
and one-way analyses of variance for various predicting variables
of park attendance.
The results are shown in the Findings section of the report.
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Limitations
Several limitations in the research methodology are noted
here.

The practice of interviewing only willing respondents may

create problems of representation.

Since there is no control

over who participates in the study the results could be biased by
either favorable or unfavorable participants.
In addition, most questions relate to behavior intentions of
the respondents rather than actual behavior; that is, those
respondents who reported willingness to visit Park Equus, would
not necessarily translate it into actual behavior.
Finally, the sampling is limited to a single tourist season
(Fall 1986) which does not represent the tourist population in
Central Florida year-round.

This limitation should be noted when

comparing the present tourist profiles with those generated in
future studies.
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III. FINDINGS
Demographic Profile of the Respondents
The primary purpose of identifying the demographic
characteristics of Central Florida tourists was to establish
benchmark profiles.

These data are useful for tracking leisure

behavior profiles over time.
Almost one-half of the respondents (about 48%) have a college
degree, and their median age is between 40 and 50 years.

Most of

them are married (about 81%) and have no children under 18 living
in their household (52.5%).

Those respondents who have children

living with them reported an average of two children with a
median age of the oldest child of 9 years (Tables 2-6).

Table .£l.
HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION
~
0

1. Grade School

0.7

2. Some high School

4.3

3. High School Diploma

47.2

4. College Degree

37.9

5. Advanced Degree

10.0
100.0
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Table J_;_
AGE OF RESPONDENTS

1. 18-28

13.7

2. 29-39

34.4

3. 40-50

19.7

4. 51-61

15.7

5.

13.4

62-72

6. 73 and over

3.0
100.0

MEDIAN= 40-50

Table 4:
MARITAL STATUS

1. Single

10.6

2. Married

81.1

3. Divorced/Separated

4.0

4. Widowed

4.3
100.0
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Table 5:
NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 18 CURRENTLY LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD
Number

~
0

1

40.1

2

39.4

3

16.2

4

2.8

5

1.4
100.0

MEAN:
STD DEV:

1.8
0.9

MEDIAN:

2. 0
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Table_§_;_

AGE OF THE OLDEST CHILD
Age
1

6.3

2

2.8

3

5.6

4

9.2

5

7.7

6

4.2

7

4.9

8

6.3

9

4.2

10

3.5

11

5.6

12

4.2

13

4.9

14

4.9

15

2.8

16

8.5

17

11. 3

18

2.1

21

0.7
100.0

MEAN:
STD DEV:
MEDIAN:

9.5
5.4
9.0
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About 60% of the respondents had an animal(s), mostly dogs,
followed by cats and other animals.

Although 38.5% of the

respondents reported that they have been involved with horses,
only a small proportion owned any horse(s)

(Table 7).

The median 1985 annual income of the respondents was $30,00040,000 (Table 8).
Table 7:
ANIMALS OWNERSHIP IN HOUSEHOLD
~
0

Dog(s)

36.7

2. Cat(s)

12.7

1.

3. Horse(s)

0.3

4. Other animal(s)

4.0

5. Do not have any animal

46.3

-----100.0
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Table 8:
1985 HOUSEHOLD INCOME
~
0

1. Under $10,000

----2.6

2. $10-20,0000

14.1

3. $20-30,000

24.2

4. $30-40,000

17.1

5. $40-50,000

19.0

6. $50-60,000

11.9

7. $60-70,000

4.5

8. Over $70,000

6.7

-----100.0

MEAN:
STD DEV:

4. 2
1. 8

MEDIAN:

4.0

($30-40,000)
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Florida Vacation Travel Behavior
1. Composition of travel party.
The composition of the visitor's travel party is shown in
Table 9.

The majority of the respondents travel as a family

(42.5%), followed by an individual couple (36.5%).

Note that

a relative large proportion of Central Florida visitors in November
1986 traveled as a single person (11.3%).
The average visiting group consisted of three people.

The

largest group consisted of two people (Table 10).
In terms of individual party composition,
group consisted of two tourists.

the largest adult

Of those respondents who travel

as families, five percent of the families included teenage
children; about thirty-five percent included children, and about
five percent included infants in their travel party.
Table .2._;_
COMPOSITION OF TRAVEL PARTY
Travel Party
One Couple
Family
Group of Couples
Tour Group
Single Person

36.5
42.9
4.0

5.3
11.3
100.0
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Table 10:
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN TRAVEL PARTY
Number of people

~
0

10.6
37.5
13.6
21.9
4.3

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4.7

1.0
1. 3
5.0
100.0

MEAN: 3.3

STD DEV: 2.0

MEDIAN: 3.0

Table 11:
INDIVIDUAL PARTY COMPOSITION
Individual Party Composition
Traveling with teens
Traveling with children
Traveling with infants

*Multiple

~
0

*

5.0
31.5
5.3

responses may be evident in this statistic.

2. Vacation Travel Patterns
The majority of the respondents have previously visited
Central Florida (65.8%). Of the repeat-visitor group, 46.4%
percent had visited Central Florida in the last year (Table 12).
This may indicate that most visitors return to Central Florida
frequently.

In addition, the Florida repeat-visitor group

visited Central Florida about 3.8 times in the last 5 years.
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When asked about likelihood to revisit Central Florida in the
next 12 months, 85.9% of the respondents said that they
"probably will" or "definitely will" {Table 13).
Table 12:
LENGTH OF TIME SINCE LAST VISIT
Length of time

9-.-0

Less than 6 months
6 months
6 months to a year
2 to 4 years
5 to 10 years

10.2
5.6
30.6
31. 6
21. 9

100.0

Table 13:
LIKELIHOOD TO VISIT CENTRAL FLORIDA IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Likelihood
1.

9-.-0

Definitely will not

5.2

2. Probably will not

8.9

3 . Probably will

38.1

4. Definitely will

47.8

-----100.0

MEAN:

3.3

STANDARD DEVIATION:

0.8
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Most visitors arrived in Florida by air (66.1%) or private
car (25.6%).

Other modes of transportation were tour bus,

rental car, and recreational vehicle (Table 14).
Table 14:
MODE OF TRAVEL TO FLORIDA
%

Plane
Private car
Rental car
Tour bus
Recreational vehicle
Other

66.1
25.6
2.0
3.3
1. 7
1. 3

100.0

The typical Central Florida visitor is on vacation (72.1%),
followed by visiting friends and relatives (15.6%)

(Table 15).

The median length of stay in Central Florida is 7 days.
Table 15:
PRIMARY PURPOSE OF VISIT TO FLORIDA
Purpose of visit

!¼
0

Vacation
Visit Friends or Relatives
Business
Convention
Other

72.1
15.6
8.3
2.0
2.0
100.0
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3. Origin of tourists.
About 20% of the visitors live outside the USA. predominantly
in Canada (45%) and the United Kingdom (33.3%).

Canadians, which

represent the largest foreign group visiting Central Florida
came from Ontario (66.6%), Quebec (11.1%), Nova Scotia (11.1%)
and British Columbia, Alberta, and Manitoba (each 3.7%).
Other foreign respondents came from Bermuda, Puerto Rico,
Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Brazil, Italy, Ireland, and
Malaysia.
The domestic visitors came from a range of states.

Analysis

of zip codes revealed that the majority of visitors were from New
York and Ohio, followed by visitors from: Illinois, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts (Table 16).

A detailed frequency

distribution of visitors by zip code is presented in Appendix A.
Table 16:
ORIGIN OF DOMESTIC VISITORS IN CENTRAL FLORIDA BY MAJOR STATES
State
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

New York
Ohio
Illinois
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
Other

10.3
10.3
6.5
6.5
6.0
4.7
44.0
100.0
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Experience with Central Florida Attractions
Respondents were asked what Central Florida theme parks or
attractions they had previously visited.

As can be seen from

Table 17, the most popular attractions are Magic Kingdom, EPCOT,
and Sea World.

Other popular attractions are: Kennedy Space

Center, Busch Gardens, Cypress Gardens, Church Street Station and
Wet and Wild.
Note that dinner theater entertainment does not seem to be as
popular as full day attractions.
When the respondents were asked when had they decided to
visit these parks, the pre-arrival decision to visit was highly
correlated with the popularity of the parks.

Almost all the

respondents who visited the Magic Kingdom and Epcot decided to
visit these parks before leaving home (98.1%, and 96.6%,
respectively).

Similar patterns were found with other popular

parks: 89.9% of Sea World visitors decided to visit it before
leaving home, as well as Busch Gardens (85.5%), Cypress Gardens
(78.7%) and Kennedy Space Center (75.5%).
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Table 17:
MAJOR TOURIST ATTRACTIONS VISITED
Visited
Attraction

~
0

1. WOW-Magic Kingdom

84.2

2. WDW-EPCOT

83.0

3. WOW-Discovery Island

8.1

4. WOW-River Country

4.9

5. Sea World

57.1

6. Cypress Gardens

19.8

7. Kennedy Space Center

21.1

8. Busch Gardens

21.1

9. Church St. Station

12.1

10. Wet & Wild

12.1

11. Silver Springs

2.0

12. Florida's Weeki Wachee

2.0

13. Gatorland Zoo/Alligatorland Zoo

7.7

14. Central Florida Zoo (Sanford)

2.4

15. King Henry's Feast

4.0

16. Mardi Gras

4.0

17. Medieval Times

3.2

18. Other

4.0

* Percentages

exceed 100% due to multiple responses.
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*

Respondents were asked to indicate which attraction they
enjoyed most.

As a first choice, Magic Kingdom (43.1%),

EPCOT

(37.7%), and Sea World (10.9%) were found to be the most enjoyable
attractions.

The second choice revealed a similar pattern of the

Magic Kingdom (32.9%), EPCOT (29.0%), and Sea World (19.5%),
while the third choice revealed a pattern of Sea World (25.5%)
followed by Magic Kingdom (15.3%) and EPCOT (10.9%).
Note that other attractions were mentioned as "most
enjoyable" but the small sample size may question the reliability
of any conclusion.

Among these attractions were:

Cypress

Gardens, Busch Gardens, and Church Street Station.
lntention to visit may indicate good experience with the
park's feature.

Respondents were asked about likelihood to

revisit their "most enjoyable" parks.

Table 18 indicates a

positive association between enjoyment in a theme park and
likelihood to revisit:

A majority of the respondents were

somewhat likely or very likely to revisit the parks they enjoyed
most.
Finally, at the end of the survey, respondents were asked
once again how likely were they to visit any of the Central
Florida theme parks besides the Disney Complex.

As can be seen

from Table 19, Over 87% of the respondents were very likely or
somewhat likely to visit other Central Florida parks than
Disney's complex.
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Table 18:
LIKELIHOOD OF RE-VISITING THE "MOST ENJOYABLE" THEME PARKS
Likelihood to visit

third
choice

second
choice

first
choice

~
0

~
0

%

1. Unlikely

1.7

4.4

9.0

2. Somewhat unlikely

3.9

8.7

12.8

3. Somewhat likely

20.3

23.8

33.1

4. Very likely

74.1

63.1

45.1

MEAN:

3.7

3.4

3.1

STANDARD DEVIATION:

0.6

0.8

0.9

Table 19:
LIKELIHOOD TO VISIT THEME PARKS OTHER THAN DISNEY'S COMPLEX
Likelihood

~
0

1. Unlikely

8.8

2. Somewhat unlikely

4.0

3. Somewhat likely
4. Very likely

27.0
60.2

----100.0

MEAN:

3.4

STANDARD DEVIATION:

0.9
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Sources of Influence to Visit Central Florida Attractions
Respondents were asked what influenced them to visit the
local theme parks.

As can be seen from Table 20, the most

influential factors are: nword of mouth" advertising of friends
and relatives living outside Orlando, previous experience in the
park, and the impact of children.
Among the media sources of influence the most effective were
found to be: television commercials, advertising in newspapers or
magazines, articles in newspapers or magazines, and radio
commercials.
Table 20:
SOURCE OF INFLUENCE TO VISIT CENTRAL FLORIDA THEME PARKS
Source of Influence

~
0

1. Previous experience in the parks

38.2

2. Recommendations of friends/relatives
living in Orlando

14.9

3. Recommendations of friends/relatives
from out-of-town

46.5

4. Children

20.3

5. Television commercials

17.0

6. Brochures

17.8

7. Radio commercials

2.1

8. Newspapers or magazines advertising

8.7

9. Newspapers or magazines articles

2.1

10. Billboards

7.1

11. New features in local theme parks

4.1

12. Other

8.3

23

*

* Percentages exceed 100% due to multiple
.
responses.
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Types of Attractions and Activities that Appeal to Tourists
Respondents were asked what type of attractions appeal to
them most.

It was found that popular attractions are those

featuring

"man-made showcase of fantasy, technology, etc.,"

"animal shows in man-made setting," "nature preserve" and "exotic
animals in natural environment" (Table 21).
When asked about the most appealing type of attraction, "manmade showcase" (41.2%) and "nature preserve" (13.2%) topped the
list followed by "animals shows in man-made environment" (11.5%),
"educational exhibits" (9.1%), "exotic animals in their natural
environment" (7.4%), "live dinner theater" (7.1%), "night clubs"
(6.4%) and "water rides" (3.4%).
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Table 21:
TYPE OF THEME PARK ATTRACTIONS THAT APPEAL
TO CENTRAL FLORIDA TOURISTS
Type of Attraction

~
0

*

1. Nature Preserve like botanical
Gardens, flower displays, river trips.

59.5

2. Exotic animals in their natural setting.

57.5

3. Animal shows in man-made setting.

61. 8

4. Man-made showcase of fantasy, technology,
history, or foreign cultures.

75.1

5. Educational exhibits like art museums,
science centers, etc.

49.8

6. Live entertainment Dinner Theater.

48.2

7. Night club type of entertainment

28.9

8. Water rides and pools.

27.9

9. Other

*

1.0

Percentages exceed 100% due to multiple responses.
Respondents were also asked to report what type of activities

appeal to them most.

It was found that popular activities

include "watching animal shows" followed by "walking around the
park," "eating in restaurants," "listening to live music," and
"watching exhibits."

Please note that as in the local residents

study, "riding in thrill rides" bottomed the list as the least
favorable activity (Table 22).
When asked about the most favorable activity, once again the
most appealing was found to be "listening to live music" (24.7%)
"watching exhibits" (22.3%) "walking around the park" (14.7%),
26

followed by "watching animal shows" (14.0%), "riding in thrill
rides" (11.3%) "eating in restaurants" (6.7%), and "watching
parades" ( 6. 0%) .
Table 22:
TYPE OF THEME PARK ACTIVITIES THAT APPEAL
TO CENTRAL FLORIDA TOURISTS
Type of activity

~
0

1. Riding in a thrill ride

36.8

2. Watching animal shows

66.6

3. Listening to live music entertainment

57.5

4. Watching parades

56.9

5. Eating in restaurants

59.2

6. Watching exhibits (small museum, aquarium)

57.2

7. Walking around the park leisurely

60.5

8. Other

*Percentages

0.7

exceed 100% due to multiple responses.
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*

Appeal of Attractions Featuring Animals
Respondents were asked to evaluate animal-oriented theme
parks in terms of their features. A five-level scale was used to
evaluate the statements indicated in Table 23, where
represented total disinterest and

11

11

1 11

5 11 represented a high

interest.
The overall mean is indicated for each statement as well as
frequency distributions.

Clearly, Central Florida tourists have an

interest in attractions that offer: viewing animals in their natural
habitat, animals acts or shows, as well as viewing animals in a
man-made environment.

Features such as audio visual

educa·tional presentations of animal behavior, and having physical
contact with animals were less favorable (Table 23).
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Table 23:
INTEREST IN PARKS FEATURING ANIMALS

Frequency Distribution
(%)

1. Animal acts or shows.

2 11

3 II

4 II

5 II

MEAN

11111

3.8

6.6

10.3

9.3

39.9

33.9

4.0

2.7

8.0

13.3

42.3

33.7

3.5

7.3

13.0

15.9

44.5

19.3

3.2

20.7

18.7

12.7

17.0

31.0

3.5

7.6

18.6

15.9

34.2

23.6

25.6

27.6

26.2

10.3

II

II

II

II

2. Viewing animals in

their natural habitat.
3. Viewing animals in

a man-made environment.
4. Having physical contact

with animals.
5. Live educational

presentations of animal
behavior.
6. Audio-visual educational

presentations of animal
behavior.

3.0

10.3

Key:
5=
4=
3=
2=
1=

very interested
somewhat interested
neither interested nor disinterested
not too interested
not interested at all
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Perception of Central Florida Attractions
Respondents were asked to express their opinion regarding a
15-statement description of the theme park/attraction industry in
Central Florida.

Once again, a five-level scale was used to

evaluate these statements where

11

1 11 represented "disagree

strongly" and "5" represented "agree strongly."
The overall mean as well as frequency distributions are
indicated for each statement in Table 24.
In general, we can conclude that Central Florida tourists
strongly believe that children are important to the success of
any theme park.

They also love animals, enjoy entertainment like

live bands or singing, and when visiting theme parks they usually
spend all day there.

The tourists also feel that each outdoor

attraction should have some of its features air-conditioned, and
also agree that if the admission price was right, they would
visit new theme parks in this area.
Furthermore, the tourists do not agree that: Disney's parks
are the only Central Florida attractions worth visiting, that
there are already too many theme parks in Central Florida, and
that a horse oriented theme park would attract horse lovers only.
Other perceptions about Central Florida Theme Park industry
can be implied from Table 24.
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Table 24:
AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT REGARDING THE THEME PARK INDUSTRY
IN CENTRAL FLORIDA
Frequency Distribution
(%)
MEAN

11111

II

2 II

II

3 II

II

4 II

II
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a. There are already
too many theme parks
in Central Florida.

2.5

19.6

32.2

30.9

11.6

5.6

b. Disney's Magic Kingdom
and Epcot Center
are the only parks
in Central Florida
worth visiting again.

2.4

22.0

39.0

18.7

14.3

6.0

c. I love animals.

4.0

3.0

5.0

20.3

34.6

37.2

d. I prefer to visit
theme parks with
animal shows.

3.5

5.3

15.3

23.6

39.2

16.6

e. I enjoy live
entertainment like
live bands, singing...

4.0

3.0

7.0

12.6

43.9

33.6

f. Admission fees to
the area theme parks
are too high.

3.4

8.6

20.3

17.6

30.6

22.9

g. Each outdoor attraction
should have some of its
features in an enclosed
air conditioned space.

4.0

3.3

8.6

15.0

27.2

45.8

h. I prefer to visit an
attraction from which
I will learn a great
deal.

3.6

2.0

13.6

22.3

46.8

15.3

i. I would go and visit
new theme parks in
this area if the
price was right.

4.0

1.0

2.7

16.0

52.3

28.0

j. Each attraction should
include educational
aspects.

3.6

3.0

15.0

18.7

47.7

15.7
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Table 24:

(continued)
Frequency Distribution

(%)
MEAN

"1"

"2"

"3"

"5"

"4"

k. I usually spend all
day at the park when
I visit a local theme
park.

4.0

2.7

7.3

11.6

41.5

36.9

1. Discount coupons
motivated me to
visit some theme
parks.

3.0

24.0

20.3

11.3

23.0

21.3

m. A horse oriented
theme park would
attract horse
lovers only.

2.9

11.0

34.2

18.9

29.6

6.3

n. I am interested
in historical
attractions that
incorporate horses
and other animals
in their shows.

3.2

4.3

21.3

27.7

38.3

8.3

4.4

2.3

3.7

4.3

29.6

60.1

o. Children are important
to the success of
any theme park or
attraction.

key:
Strongly
Disagree
1

Disagree

Neither

Agree

3

4

2
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Strongly
Agree
5

Perception of Park Eguus and Its Proposed Features
1. Familiarity with the Park
The majority of the respondents (96.3%) did not hear about
the proposed horse-oriented theme park.
2. Market Appeal of the Park
The proposed park was described to Central Florida tourists
as follow:
... The proposal calls for building a horse oriented
theme park in an area across the main entrance
from Disney World. The park will have exhibitions
in several themed arenas featuring trick riders,
stuntmen and hundreds of horses costumed and
presented in Hollywood style shows and exhibits ...
Respondents were asked to rate their overall opinion
regarding the attractiveness of the park to Central Florida
tourists, themselves, and any member of their party.
Respondents used a four-level scale where

11

1 11 indicated

"definitely will not visit the park" (total disinterest), and "4"
"definitely will visit the park" (total interest).

Results are

summarized in Table 25.
A major conclusion that can be drawn from Table 25 is that
Central Florida tourists generally showed an interest in the
park.

Almost 87% of the respondents thought that Central Florida

tourists will visit the park, about 74% thought that someone in
their party will visit the park, while 69% of the respondents
said that they "probably will" or "definitely will" visit the
park.
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Table 25:
INTEREST IN VISITING PARK EQUUS
Degree of Interest

To ...

Central FL
Tourists
(%)

The
Respondent

Party
Member

(%)

(%)

1. Definitely will not

3.9

9.3

8.0

2. Probably will not

9.3

21.6

18.1

3. Probably will

55.9

44.4

46.6

4. Definitely will

31. 0

24.6

27.3

------

-----100.0

------

100.0

100.0

MEAN:

3.1

2.8

2.9

STANDARD DEVIATION:

0.7

0.9

0.9

When asked about specific demographic groups to which the
park will appeal to, the majority of the respondents perceived
the proposed theme park to appeal to older and younger people
alike (82.3%). Only 16.0% of the respondents perceived the park
to appeal to young people only, while 1.7% perceived the park to
appeal to older people only.
The park was also perceived to appeal to the family market.
The majority of the respondents perceived the park to appeal to
people with or without children (66.9%), however 30.0% of the
respondents perceived the park to appeal more to people with
children, while only 3.1% of the respondents perceived the park
to appeal to people without children.
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With regard to involvement with horses, the majority of the
respondents (66.2%) perceived the park to appeal to people who
are interested in horses, where 33.8% perceived the park to be
appealing to both people who are and who are not interested in
horses.
3. Interest in the Proposed Park Features
Respondents were given a twelve-feature description of the
proposed park, and were asked to rate their interest on a 1 to 5
scale where "1" represented "not interested at all" and "5"
represented "very interested".
As can be seen from Table 26, the most popular features are:
live music entertainment, the Lippizaner horses, a wild west
horse show, and Rodeo style entertainment.

The least favorable

features of the future park are a dinner theater show and outdoor
Polo games.
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Table 26:
INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED PARK FEATURES
Frequency Distribution

(%)
MEAN

11111

112 II

113 II

II

4 II

II

5 II

----------------------------------------------------------------1. A War horse show and
chariot race.
2. A Wild West horse show

3.2

21. 3

14.3

14.0

26.9

23.6

3.8

8.3

10.0

10.6

38.9

32.2

3.4

10.0

15.1

20.4

32.1

22.4

3.9

8.3

8.6

13.0

25.6

44.5

2.8

27.3

17.0

19.0

20.3

16.3

3.1

12.7

19.4

26.4

26.8

14.7

3.9

4.3

8.0

14.4

40.8

32.4

3.6

10.0

10.4

17.1

33.4

29.1

2.9

24.0

20.3

15.0

24.0

16.7

3.7

11.0

8.0

10.7

36.3

34.0

3.2

13.6

18.9

17.6

28.9

20.9

3.0

19.1

18.1

20.1

25.1

17.7

3. A show of horses and

carriages through
history
4. Lippizaner horses from

the Spanish Riding
School in Austria
5. A dinner theater show

featuring horses
6. Travel in a moving

vehicle around
stationary exhibits
describing the role
of horses in history
7. Live music

entertainment
8. Horse parades in drill

teams
9. Outdoor Polo games
10. Rodeo style

entertainment
11. Cowboy Hall of Fame
12. Collection of famous

horses film clips
Key:
5=
4=
3=
2=
1=

very interested
somewhat interested
neither interested nor disinterested
not too interested
not interested at all
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4. Perception of Admission Fee
Respondents were asked how much would they be willing to pay
for an all-inclusive one day admission to the park.

As can be

seen from Table 27, respondents were willing to pay between $2 and
$60.

Only 0.7% of the respondents were not willing to pay at all

(2 respondents).

The mean of the willing-to-pay admission price

was $14.75, while the median was $15.

These figures are slightly

higher (about $3) than what Central Florida residents were
willing to pay.
Table 27:
WILLING-TO-PAY ADMISSION FEE
Proposed Fee

~
0

$0

.7

$2

1.0

$3

1.0

$5

7.6

$7

1.7

$8

2.1

$9

.3

$10

18.9

$11

.7

$12

8.9

$13

.7

$14

•3

$15

21. 3
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Table 27:

(continued)

Proposed Fee

9-'o.-

$16

2.4

$17

1.7

$18

4.1

$19

•3

$20

12.7

$21

•3

$22

1.0

$24

•3

$25

8.9

$28

•3

$30

1.0

$35

.7

$40

.3

$60

.3

100.0
Mean= $14.75

Median= $15.00

Std Dev: $7.00
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5. Proposed Name for the Park
Respondents were asked to choose their preferred name for the
park from a list of four names proposed by PARK EQUUS management.
The most popular name was "Horse Country" followed by "Horse
World Expo." (Table 28).

Other names were proposed by 9% of

the respondents, and they are summarized in Table 28A.
Table 28:
PROPOSED NAME FOR THE HORSE ORIENTED THEME PARK
Proposed Name

~
0

1. Horse World Expo

24.6

2. Horse Country

34.8

3. World Horse Park

17.4

4. Park Equus

14.1

5. Other

9.0

-----

100.0

Table 28A:
OTHER NAMES PROPOSED FOR THE HORSE ORIENTED THEME PARK
1. Gyp Joint

2. Horse Scene
3. Horses and More
4. Horsing Around
5. Horse Village

6. Horse Land
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6. Likelihood to Visit the Park (After its Description)
Based on the information presented, respondents were asked
how likely is it that they will visit the horse theme park when
it opens.

Respondents were given a scale of 1 to 5 where

represented low likelihood and

11

5 11 high likelihood.

11

1 11

Once again,

it can be seen that respondents were generally willing to
visit the park (53.9%), 20.9% were not sure, while only 25.2%
said that they were somewhat unlikely or unlikely to visit the
park (Table 29).
Please note that the tourists' willingness to visit the
future park (53.9%) is slightly lower than of local Central
Florida residents (62.4%).

Table 29:
LIKELIHOOD TO VISIT THE PARK
Likelihood

~
0

1. Unlikely

12.6

2. Somewhat unlikely

12.6

3 . Not sure

20.9

4. Somewhat likely

29.6

5. Likely

24.3

-----100.0

MEAN:

3.4

STANDARD DEVIATION:

1.3
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Predictors of Likelihood to Visit Park Eguus
Four stepwise multiple regressions were conducted to
determine what factors affect respondents' overall interest in
visiting Park Equus.

The dependent variables were: "likelihood of

visit of Central Florida tourists," "likelihood of visit of the
respondent," "likelihood of visit of any member of the
respondent's party," and "likelihood of the respondent's visit
after receiving some information about the park."
Please note that although two of the four dependent variables
considered behavior of people other than the respondent, these
variables represent the respondents' own perception regarding
family members or Central Florida residents.
The results indicated that several variables significantly
predicted respondents' likelihood to visit the park.

The amount

of variance explained by each of the four dependent variables was
in the medium to high range (R square was between 0.32 and 0.58).
Two models, predicting the respondents own willingness to
visit, are presented below.

These models were chosen since they

explain the highest variance (R squares: 0.58 and 0.53).
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MODEL 1: Predictors of Likelihood to Visit Before Getting
Information About the Park (Dependent Variable: Question llL_
The results indicate that ten variables significantly
predicted respondents' likelihood to visit the future Park Equus.
More specifically it was found that those respondents who are
likely to visit Park Equus have the following opinions and
personal characteristics:
1. Are interested in a show of horses and carriages through
history.
2. Are interested in animals acts and shows.
3. Are interested in a dinner theater show featuring horses.
4. Are interested in the Lippizaner horses from the Spanish
Riding School in Austria.
5. Are interested in historical attractions that incorporate
horses and other animals in their shows.
6. Are interested in a war horse show and chariot race.
7. Are interested in physical contact with animals.
8. Have lower education measured in terms of years in school.
9. Do not agree/believe that a horse oriented theme park would
attract horse lovers only.
10. Are interested in the proposed "Cowboy Hall of Fame."
(See Table 30).
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Table 30:
MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF LEVEL OF INTEREST IN
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA TOURISTS IN VISITING FUTURE PARK EQUUS
(Before being informed about the park's features)

Variable

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

F

Zero Order
Correlation
Coefficient

R Square
Change

Interest in a show
of horses & carriages

0.23

155.0*

0.58

0.34

Interest in animal
acts or shows

0.18

131. 4*

0.53

0.13

Interest in dinner
theater show

0.12

99.4*

0.45

0.03

Interest in Lippizaner
horses

0.12

80.7*

0.46

0.02

Interest in historical
attractions w/ horses

0.09

68.8*

0.48

0.01

Interest in a war
horse show

0.13

60.2*

0.47

0.01

Interested in having
physical contact with
animals

0.11

54.3*

0.42

0.01

Level of education

-0.09

48.9*

-0.19

0.01

Perception that horse
park will attract
horse lovers only

-0.10

44.8*

-0.30

0.01

0.09

41.1*

0.46

0.01

Interest in cowboy
hall of fame

N = 301
R Squares= 0.58
*p<.001
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MODEL 2: Predictors of Likelihood to Visit After Getting
Information About the Park (Dependent Variable: Question~
The results indicate that ten variables significantly
predicted respondents' likelihood to visit the future Park Equus.
More specifically it was found that those respondents who are
likely to visit Park Equus have the following opinions and
personal characteristics:
1. Are interested in a show of horses and carriages through
history.
2. Prefer to visit theme parks with animal shows.
3. Are interested in the proposed collection of famous horse
clips.
4. Are interested in a war horse show and chariot race.
5. Are interested in the Lippizaner horses from the Spanish
Riding School in Austria.
6. Are likely to revisit their second preferred attraction in
Central Florida.
7. Usually spend all day at the park when they visit local theme
parks.
8. Plan to visit Florida in the next three years.
9. Are interested in traveling in a moving vehicle around
stationary exhibits describing the role of horses through
history (Disney's "rides").
10. Do not believe/disagree that each attraction should include
educational aspects.
(See Table 31).
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Table 31:
MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF LEVEL OF INTEREST IN
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA TOURISTS IN VISITING FUTURE PARK EQUUS
(After being informed about the park's features)

Variable

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

F

Zero Order
Correlation
Coefficient

R Square
Change

Interest in a show of
Horses and carriages

0.12

114.0*

0.53

0.27

Prefer to visit theme
parks w/ animal shows

0.22

85.3*

0.43

0.09

Interest in famous
horses film clips

0.20

72.2*

0.50

0.06

Interest in war horse
show

0.19

62.7*

0.47

0.03

Interest in Lippizaner
horses

0.17

55.8*

0.45

0.03

Likelihood to revisit
second-most-enjoyed
attraction

0.09

48.6*

0.14

0.01

Agreement to statement
that all day is spent
in a theme park visit

0.10

42.9*

0.21

0.01

Probability to visit
Florida in the next
3 years

0.09

38.5*

0.18

0.01

Interest in moving
vehicle around
exhibits

0.13

35.1*

0.52

0.01

-0.09

32.4*

0.10

0.01

Belief that each
attraction should
include educational
exhibits
N = 301
R Squares= 0.53
*p<.001
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Perceptual Differences between Groups of Respondents
(One-way Analysis of Variance)
A series of one-way analyses of variance was conducted in
order to test whether there are any significant differences
between respondents' various socio-economic and profile
characteristics regarding their likelihood to visit Park Equus.
Sub-groups of the respondents were defined by the following
profile and socio-demographic variables:
1. Types of attraction appealing most to Central Florida
Tourists.
2. Type of attraction-activity enjoyed most by Central
Florida tourists.
3. Kind of people that horse park theme park would appeal to
(in terms of age group, family orientation, and affiliation
with horses).
4. Presence of children under 18 in household.
5. Presence of animals in the household.
Only significant findings are reported below:
Types of attractions and activities enjoyed most

Those respondents who are mostly attracted by animals shows
in a man-made environment, were more interested to visit Park
Equus (mean= 3.3) than those respondents who are mostly attracted
by educational exhibits like art museums (mean= 2.6), or man-made
showcase of fantasy etc.

(mean= 2.8), or by night clubs

(mean= 2.5).
Those respondents who are mostly attracted by exotic animals
in their natural environment thought that their party members
would be more interested to visit Park Equus (mean= 3.5) than
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those respondents who are mostly attracted by man-made showcase
of fantasy etc.

(mean= 2.8), or by night clubs (mean= 2.6).

Those respondents who mostly like to watch animals shows
thought that Central Florida tourists would be more interested to
visit Park Equus (mean= 3.4) than those respondents who mostly
like to listen to live music entertainment (mean= 3.1).
Those respondents who mostly like to watch animals shows were
more interested to visit Park Equus (mean= 3.4) than those
respondents who mostly like to ride on a thrill ride (mean=
2.8), or to listen to live music entertainment (mean= 2.7), or
to eat in restaurants (mean= 2.7), or to watch exhibits like a
small museum (mean= 2.8), or to walk around the park leisurely
(mean= 2.6).
Those respondents who mostly like to watch animals shows
thought that their party members would be more interested to
visit Park Equus (mean= 3.5) than those respondents who mostly
like to ride on a thrill ride (mean= 2.9), or to listen to live
music entertainment (mean= 2.9), or to eat in restaurants (mean
= 2.7), or to watch exhibits like a small museum (mean= 2.8), or
to walk around the park leisurely (mean= 2.7).
Those respondents who mostly like to watch animals shows were
more interested to visit Park Equus after hearing about its
features (mean= 4.0) than those respondents who mostly like to
listen to live music entertainment (mean= 3.0), or to eat in
restaurants (mean= 2.9).
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Those respondents who mostly like to watch parades were
more interested to visit Park Equus after hearing about its
features (mean= 3.9) than those respondents who mostly like to
listen to live music entertainment (mean= 3.0).
Those respondents who mostly like to watch exhibits like a
small museum were more interested to visit Park Equus after
hearing about its features (mean= 3.6) than those respondents
who mostly like to listen to live music entertainment (mean=
3. 0) •

Presence of Animals

Those respondents who have dogs living in their household
were more likely to visit Park Equus after hearing about its
features (mean= 3.6) than those respondents who do not have any
animals (mean= 3.2).
_Kind of People that the Horse Park will Appeal to

Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal to younger and older alike, thought that Central Florida
tourists would be more interested to visit the park (mean= 3.2)
than those respondents who perceived the park to appeal to young
only (mean= 2.8).
Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal to younger and older alike, were more interested to visit
the park (mean= 3.0) than those respondents who perceived the
park to appeal to young only (mean= 2.3).
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Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal to younger and older alike, thought that members of their
party would be more interested to visit (mean= 3.1) than those
respondents who perceived the park to appeal to young only (mean

=

2.2).

Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal to younger and older alike, were more interested to visit
the park after hearing about its features (mean= 3.6) than those
respondents who perceived the park to appeal to young only (mean

=

2.8).

Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal both to people with children and people without children,
thought that Central Florida tourists would be more interested to
visit (mean= 3.3) than those respondents who perceived the park
to appeal to people without children only (mean= 2.7) or people
with children only (mean= 2.9).
Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal both to people with children and people without children,
were more interested to visit the park (mean= 3.0) than those
respondents who perceived the park to appeal to people with
children only (mean= 2.5).
Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal both to people with children and people without children,
thought that members of their party would be more interested to
visit the park (mean= 3.1) than those respondents who perceived
the park to appeal to people with children only (mean= 2.7).
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Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal both to people with children and people without children,
were more likely to visit the park after hearing about its
features,

(mean= 3.6) than those respondents who perceived the

park to appeal to people with children only (mean= 2.9).
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Profile of the Respondents
This study found that the typical Central Florida tourist in
November is: married, over 40 years of age, does not have
children living at home, is educated, and has an annual income of
$30,000-$40,000.

In addition, most of the Central Florida

tourists have a pet, and 38.5% of them have been involved with
horses.
B. Florida Vacation Travel Behavior
The majority of the respondents travel as a family or
individual couples.
three people.

The average visiting group consisted of

Just over a third come to Central Florida with

children, while about 5% of the tourists come with teens or
infants.
The majority of the tourists have been in Central Florida
before and are likely to come back in the near future.

Most

visitors arrived by air and came to Florida for vacation.
Finally, about 20% of the respondents were foreign
mainly from Canada and Britain.

The domestic market

mainly originated in New York, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts.
C. Experience with Central Florida Attractions
The future horse-oriented theme park major competitors are
the Walt Disney World Parks and Sea World. The tourists planned
to visit these parks before leaving home. Other attractions
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visited are: Kennedy Space Center, Busch Gardens, Cypress
Gardens, Church Street Station, and Wet and Wild.
The majority of Central Florida tourists expressed their
intention to visit again those theme parks that they had enjoyed
most.
D. Source of Influence to visit the Parks
The majority of respondents visited Central Florida theme
parks because of recommendations of friends and relatives outside
of Florida, their previous experience in the parks, and the
influence of children.
E . ~ of Attractions and Activities that Appeal to Central
Florida Tourists
The majority of the respondents are attracted by man-made
showcase of technology and fantasy, animal shows in man-made
setting, nature preserve, and exotic animals in natural
environment.
In addition, It appears that the most favorable activities in
theme parks for Central Florida tourists are: viewing animal
shows, walking around the park, and eating in restaurants.
F. Appeal of Attractions Featuring Animals
In general, Central Florida tourists are interested in
viewing animals in their natural environment, animals acts or
shows, and viewing animals in a man-made environment.
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G. Perceptions of Central Florida Attractions
Central Florida tourists strongly believed that children are
important to the success of any attraction, they love animals,
enjoy live entertainment, and usually spend all day at the
attractions.

They also feel that each outdoor attraction should

have some air-conditioned features, and they would visit new
theme parks if the price was right.
Central Florida tourists believe that the Disney's parks are
not the only attractions worth visiting, and that there are not
too many theme parks in Central Florida.
H. Perception of Park Eguus and its Proposed Features
The majority of the respondents did not hear about Park
Equus, but the park seemed to appeal to them. They also perceived
that the future attraction will appeal to members of their
party and Central Florida tourists.
Central Florida tourists also perceived that the park will appeal
to all age groups, to the family and non-family market, and not
necessarily to people who are involved with horses.
With regard to the proposed features, the most appealing
feature of the park are: live music entertainment, the Lippizaner
horses, a wild west horse show, and Rodeo style entertainment.
The least favorable features of the future park are: a dinner
theater show and the outdoor Polo games.
Central Florida tourists were willing to pay an admission fee
of about $15, and preferred names for the park like "Horse
Country" and "Horse World Expo."
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Finally, when asked about likelihood to visit after the parks'
features were described, the majority of the respondents, once
again, showed an interest in visiting.
I.Predictors of the Likelihood to visit Park Eguus
Several variables significantly predicted respondents'
likelihood to visit the future park. Among them are the following
park features that the respondents expressed their interest: a
horse and carriage show, dinner theater show, the Lippizaner
horses, a war horse show, "Cowboy Hall of Fame,"

and famous

horses films clips.
Other variables that predicted the respondents' likelihood to
visit are: interest in animal acts or shows, interest in
historical attractions with animals, having physical contact with
animals, and interest in moving vehicles around stationary
exhibits.
In addition, some behavioral variables were recorded:
Likelihood to visit the second-most-enjoyed attraction, full day
recreation at an attraction, and likelihood to visit Florida in
the next three years.
Perceptual Differences between Groups of Respondents
Those respondents who perceived the future Park Equus to
appeal to younger and older alike, and to people with or without
children were more interested in visiting the park than those who
perceived the park to have a limited appeal to a particular
segment of these groups.
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In addition, people who have dogs living in their household
were more interested in visiting the park than people who did not
have any animals.
Finally, those respondents who are mostly attracted by
animals shows, exotic animals in their natural environment, and
horse parades, were more likely to visit the park that
respondents who are interested in educational exhibits, night
clubs, man-made showcase of fantasy, thrill rides, and live
music.
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V. RECOMMONDEATIONS

Our recommendations calls for Park Equus management to
incorporate the following strategies in the planning and
development process of the future theme park:
1. Product Positioning:
Position the park as an animal park incorporating acts or
shows coupled with an educational appeal.

With regard to the

horse features, it is recommended to position the park featuring
horse shows, parades, as well as unique features such as the
Lippizaner horses and Rodeo.

In addition, the park should develop

an image of an entertaining place with

an attractive environment

(for example: landscape), live music, and a variety of
restaurants.
2. Promotion:
Target the campaign to all age groups in particular to
families, so that the park features would be appealing to
children.

The park was more appealing to people who are

affiliated with dogs or cats, therefore, some promotional
campaigns should be considered at this market.
In addition, once the park is open it is recommended to
incorporate features that will attract repeat visitors such as
exciting experiences in the park, "value for money" etc.
Finally, promote the park through local residents "word-ofmouth" advertising by motivating experienced visitors to bring
friends and relatives.
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3. Pricing:
The recommended admission price should be in the range of $15
- an average price the respondents were willing to pay.
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